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Application-Driven Synthesis of Memory-Intensive
Systems-on-Chip

Darko Kirovski, Chunho Lee, Miodrag Potkonjak, and William H. Mangione-Smith

Abstract—Due to the increasing popularity of multimedia
and communications applications, requirements for application-
specific systems typically include design flexibility and data man-
agement ability. Since the development of such systems is a
market-driven task, reducing the time to market and man-
ufacturing cost, while still satisfying application performance
requirements, is an important system synthesis requirement.

We have developed a new approach for area optimization of
core-based systems. The approach uses basic block relocation in
order to reduce the number of cache misses and, thus, enable
hardware savings during system synthesis. Given a processor
model, a cache model, and a set of nonpreemptive tasks with
timing constraints, the goal of the synthesis framework is to
select a system configuration (processor, I-cache, and D-cache)
of minimal area that satisfies the performance constraints. The
system synthesis framework has two key components. The first
component is a code optimization engine that relocates basic
blocks within a given assembly program in order to reduce
the number of cache misses. The second component is a search
mechanism that leverages the improvements in code performance
obtained by the first component to select the most area-efficient
system configuration.

In order to bridge the gap between the profiling and modeling
tools, we have constructed a new performance evaluation plat-
form. It integrates the existing modeling, profiling, and simulation
tools with the developed system-level synthesis tools. The effec-
tiveness of the synthesis approach is demonstrated on a variety
of modern real-life multimedia and communication applications.

I. INTRODUCTION

M ODERN application-specific systems are characterized
by a need for increased design flexibility and large

volume data management. The application and technology
trends mutually influence the development of programmable
systems with on-chip memory hierarchies and reusable de-
sign components. As the complexity and integration level
of reusable components increase, efficient synthesis of such
systems becomes an increasingly important design issue. Re-
source allocation in such systems depends on the target ap-
plication and its performance requirements. The goal for
designers of systems-on-chip (SOC) is to minimize product
development and manufacturing cost, while meeting the timing
constraints. Integrating programmable and hardwired cores
reduces product development time. Similarly, silicon area
plays an important role in the manufacturing cost. Therefore,
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the synthesis of programmable core-based systems has to be
focused toward the integration of area-minimized application-
driven designs.

A typical programmable SOC consists of a processor core,
instruction and data cache and a number of hardware accelera-
tors and control blocks. Application-specific integrated circuit
(ASIC) floorplans reveal that most of the area in modern
SOC’s is dedicated to the processor core and associated caches
[25]. Depending on the design abstraction, system synthesis
and, in particular, evaluation of code optimization techniques,
can be performed in a number of ways. For example, one
way is oriented toward development of the actual system
or its prototype (actual hardware or simulation system). The
approach that we are introducing focuses on the development
of reasonable high-level system model and measurement of
its performance ahead of any prototypes. While the obvious
advantage of the first approach is accuracy, the important
advantage of the second one is that enables system tuning
at early development stages.

We have developed a novel hierarchical modular approach
for synthesis of programmable core-based data-intensive
SOC’s. The approach focuses on reducing the area assigned to
the processor core and the cache subsystem, while meeting the
performance requirements of a particular set of applications.
The core of the optimization approach is a new global least-
constraining/most-constrained probabilistic heuristic used at
compile time for static relocation of basic blocks. Basic
blocks in the program are repositioned in such a way
that the mapping of basic block addresses to cache lines
results in increased cache hit rates. The heuristic exploits the
information derived from a profile that measures the spatial
and temporal correlation among basic blocks during execution.
The procedure for basic block relocation is used as a system
performance optimization engine in the resource allocation
algorithm. The goal of the resource allocation technique is to
select an area-efficient processor and cache configuration that
satisfies the target performance requirements for a single and
a set of nonpreemptive applications.

Trace-driven simulation is used to accurately evaluate per-
formance of the cache subsystem and to obtain the application
execution profile. The Stanford on-line Cache Design Tool
(CDT [13]) is used to estimate cache access latency and
area based on properties such as cache total size, line size,
feature size, replacement policy, and set associativity. Data
extrapolated from the available literature for commercial pro-
grammable cores is used as a simplified model to approximate
processor performance with respect to its area. The perfor-
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Fig. 1. Utilizing spatial correlation.

mance and area estimation models as well as the application
profile drive the code optimization and resource allocation
loop.

In order to bridge the gap between the profiling and mod-
eling tools from the two traditionally independent synthesis
domains [architecture and computer-aided design (CAD)], we
have developed a new system performance evaluation plat-
form. The platform integrates the existing modeling (Stanford
CDT), profiling (SHADE [7]) and simulation (DINEROIII
[16]) tools with the developed system-level synthesis tools.
Application profiles are acquired through the use of SHADE
augmented with our own trace analyzer. The result of the trace
analysis is an application CFG augmented with information
on spatial and temporal correlation of branch executions.
We evaluate cache subsystem performance by running the
application execution on the DINEROIII cache simulator. The
effectiveness of the approach and the constructed simulation
and evaluation platform is demonstrated on a variety of
modern real-life applications [21].

Using the following motivational example, we briefly out-
line the key optimization insights that guide the static reloca-
tion of basic blocks. Fig. 1 illustrates a loop construct with an
embedded conditional construct, where each node is a basic
block and each arc indicates the number of times a certain
path is taken. Each basic block is perfectly aligned to a cache
line and is exactly as large as a line. Most existing compilers
use a first-evaluated first-out algorithm to map basic blocks
to memory (schedule ). If the profile of the program favors
one branch of the IF-THEN-ELSE structure (e.g.,), then
schedule results in two conflict cache misses per iteration
on a four-line direct mapped cache. Alternately, schedule

results in no conflict misses. This schedule is developed
by mapping the most frequently executed sequence of basic
blocks to sequential locations in memory.

Temporal correlation is used to measure the average sepa-
ration in time between activations of two basic blocks. Fig. 2
shows a loop construct with profile information. Accordingly,
basic blocks and are executed equal number of times.
However, the probability of executing either of these basic
blocks in two consecutive iterations may be high. If all of
the activations of execute first, followed by all of the
activations of , then the two basic blocks can be mapped to
the same cache line without impacting performance. However,

Fig. 2. Utilizing temporal correlation.

such a mapping would reduce performance if the basic blocks
are alternately activated. Standard compilers do not utilize
this information and typically place the code as described in
schedule

II. RELATED WORK

We trace the related work along the following three lines:
application-specific system optimization, processor and mem-
ory hierarchy design, and compilation strategies for embedded
systems. SOC’s are becoming an important focus area for
both research and commercial developers. Due to market
pressure, shortened design cycles have encouraged the use
of predesigned processor cores. At the same time, market
pressure to reduce system cost for consumer products has
spurred the development of system-level synthesis techniques
[5], [10], [28]. The developed system synthesis techniques
have been focused on task scheduling and resource allocation
algorithms [23] and interface design and verification [5].
Design-for-composability and ease of core synchronization has
been addressed at the system and communication level [6].

As embedded applications have become more com-
plex, hardware-software codesign has become increasingly
important [10], [15]. Key optimization problems in hard-
ware/software codesign have been identified as system
component allocation, functional partitioning, quality metrics
estimation, model refinement [6], [29], memory allocation
using memory reuse for arrays and storage order [9], and
control flow optimization for low power [18].

The increased interest in embedded system design with
reusable core components has encouraged the development
of high-level architecture and ASIC evaluation models. For
example,The Microprocessor Reportpresents a monthly sum-
mary of the area and performance of numerous commercial
processors [25]. The dominant impact of instruction and
data cache size on system performance has been thoroughly
studied [16], [17]. Memory hierarchy synthesis techniques for
multimedia systems have been developed [22].

Recently, a number of compiler optimization strategies have
been introduced for optimizing code generated for embedded
systems [1]. Compiler techniques for reduction of cache misses
in such studies have received significant attention in the re-
search community. A dynamic address remapping for avoiding
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TABLE I
A SAMPLE OF THE CACHE AREA AND LATENCY

MODEL: A—A REA, L—LATENCY [13]

conflict misses in large direct-mapped instruction caches has
been proposed [3]. Static code repositioning by using cache
line coloring at the procedure or basic block level has been an
alternative approach proposed and evaluated in [12], [13], and
[27]. Similar technique for profile-driven data repositioning
has been proposed in [26].

III. PERFORMANCE MODELING

In this section, we describe the hardware performance
models for caches and processor cores. Three factors combine
to influence system performance: cache miss rates, processor
performance, and system clock speed. The approach that we
use here is to leverage existing models to estimate the area and
performance of both caches and processor cores. This approach
allows the synthesis system to be rapidly updated and applied
to new technologies.

The Stanford on-line CDT is used to evaluate the im-
pact of cache design choices on area and access latency.
Caches typically found in current embedded systems range
from 128B to 32KB. Since higher associativity can result
in significantly higher access time, in this work we consider
only direct mapped and two-way set associative caches. We
used a fixed cache line size of 32 bytes. This decision aims
to eliminate the cache penalty tradeoff problem. Large cache
lines generally result in increased latency due to fetching data
from main memory. Alternately, short cache lines increase
access latency due to greater control hardware. We estimated
the cache miss penalty based on the operating frequency
of the system and external bus width and clock for each
system investigated. This penalty ranges between four and
20 system clock cycles. Write-back is adopted in contrast
to write-through, since it provides superior performance in
uniprocessor systems though at increased hardware cost [17].
Each of the processors considered is constrained by the Flynn
limit [13], and thus is able to issue at most a single instruction
per clock period. As a consequence, the caches are designed
to have a single access port. We used blocking I-caches since
even for general purpose applications it has been shown that
intelligent traditional cache structure may compensate for most
of the benefits provided by nonblocking caches [23]. A sample
of the cache model is presented in Table I. Cache access
latency and area is computed for a number of organizations
and sizes, all with implementation feature size fixed at 0.5m
and typically six transistors per CMOS static-RAM (SRAM)
cell.

We have built a polynomial processor area-performance
model in the following way. We have collected performance

TABLE II
A SAMPLE OF THE PROCESSORPERFORMANCE VERSUSAREA MODEL [4], [25]

data for a number of state-of-the-art microcontroller cores from
the CPU Center Info web site1 andThe Microprocessor Report
[25]. The list of initial processors is presented in Table II. The
range of microprocessor core area varies from 2–8.4 mm,
while the clock frequencies range within 24–266 MHz. Due
to the inconsistencies in the technology parameters, we have
scaled processor area and performance according to the supply
voltage [4], clock frequencies, and feature size

The roadmap for the scaling process (functionsscaling_area
and scaling_mips) has been adopted from the state-of-the-
art technology scaling reference [8]. All processors have
been scaled to operate at the same operational voltage (3.3
V), have the same feature size (0.5m), and run at the
same frequency (50 MHz). The scaling constants ( ) in
the binomials that define the given performance-area model
have been bootstrapped such that the correlation between the
model and the individual cores is maximized. This model has
been statistically validated using the resubstitution statistical
validation technology [11]. We have achieved that the maximal
relative error in area-performance for any processor is within
a 10% bound.

IV. THE NEW SYSTEM-LEVEL SYNTHESIS APPROACH

In this section, we describe the role of each module in the
developed synthesis framework illustrated in Fig. 3. The core
module in the synthesis flow is a global least-constraining/
most-constrained heuristics that guides the algorithm for basic
block relocation. Basic blocks are repositioned statically, at
compile time, in a manner that reduces the incidence of conflict

1http://infopad.eecs.berkeley.edu/CIC/.
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Fig. 3. The hierarchical modular synthesis approach.

misses. The temporal correlation of branch outcomes is used to
improve cache performance by putting additional constraints
on the basic block mapping. Code repositioning is accom-
plished with negligible increase in the static program memory
size. The modification required to the program involves basic
block motion, branch target updating, and occasionally branch
insertion.

The application-driven search for a core and cache system
with minimal area requires using trace-driven cache simulation
for each promising point considered in the design space. In or-
der to reduce the number of considered design configurations,
we use a bounded divide-and-conquer search algorithm with
pessimistic sharp bounds.

Our synthesis tools are augmented with the ability to
produce a programmable SOC system that satisfies the per-
formance requirements of multiple applications. This system
requirement represents a realistic design expectation for most
modern nonpreemptive multitask application-specific systems
(e.g., audio/video processing, speech detection, error cor-
rection). The resource allocation technique considers each
microprocessor core and selects the most area-efficient in-
struction and data cache design that satisfies the individual
performance requirements of all applications. Finally, the
configuration that has the smallest total processor and cache
area is returned as the best solution.

System performance is evaluated using a platform that
integrates existing simulation, modeling, and profiling tools.
SHADE is a tracing tool that allows users to define custom
trace analyzers and thus collect rich information on runtime
events. The executable binary program is dynamically trans-
lated into host machine code. The tool also provides a stream
of data to the translated code that is directly executed to
simulate and trace the original application code. We have
written a custom analyzer composed of approximately 2000
lines of C code. This analyzer is linked to SHADE to control
and analyze the trace information. The analyzer reads relevant
trace information from SHADE and builds a control flow
graph (CFG) that corresponds to the dynamically executed
code. The analysis consists of two passes. The first pass
determines the boundaries of basic blocks, while the second
pass constructs a CFG by adding control flow information

between basic blocks. The custom analyzer also collects the
frequencies of control transfers through each basic block, and
calculates branch temporal correlation.

Once the CFG is obtained, an algorithm is employed to
reposition application basic blocks in such a way that instruc-
tion cache misses are reduced. In our experiments, we use a
basic block relocation look-up table to simulate the relocation
of basic blocks in main memory. An entry in the basic block
relocation table consists of two elements: the original and
relocated starting address of the basic block. To simulate cache
performance of a given application and data stream, we use
a trace-driven cache simulator DINEROIII. System caches
are described using a number of qualitative and quantitative
parameters such as instruction and data cache size, replacement
policy, set associativity, etc.

The system optimization process is composed of a sequence
of activations of each of these tools. The SHADE analyzer
traces program and data memory references as well as the
CFG. The CFG is used to drive the code reposition module
that produces a new application mapping table. Stream of
references are sent to a program that uses the basic block
relocation look up table to map from the original address
space into the relocated address space. The remapped trace of
addresses, along with all unmodified data memory references,
is sent to DINEROIII for cache simulation. The final system
performance is computed using the following formula:Cycles-
PerInstruction (System Clock Frequency/MIPS) Cache
Miss Ratio Cache Miss Penaltywhere Cache Miss Ratio
is computed during the trace-driven simulation of the cache
subsystem.Cache Miss Penalty, System Clock Frequency, and
MIPS are system parameters introduced in Section III.

V. SYNTHESIS ALGORITHMS

This section discusses the problems encountered in syn-
thesis of a single chip system and competitive optimization
algorithms. First, the algorithm for basic block relocation is
discussed. Second, based on the obtained code repositioning
table, and therefore, improved cache performance, we assem-
ble an area-efficient system configuration (core and cache
structure) that satisfies the application-specific performance
requirements. Finally, a case study is performed involving
system optimization for a set of nonpreemptive applications.

The core of the proposed application-driven system-level
synthesis technique involves basic block repositioning based
upon profile information. Block repositioning aims for appli-
cation execution on fixed hardware resources with minimal
number of cache misses. Since basic blocks may be, in general,
larger than a single cache line we partition such basic blocks
into basic subblocks. The partitioning is performed in the
following way. If a single basic block is smaller or equal
to the size of a cache line then is also a basic subblock
( ). Otherwise, is partitioned into consecutive partitions
of size where the last partition is equal or smaller in size
to/than Each of these partitions is denoted as one
The basic (sub)block relocation phase is fed a CFG of the
application. The profiling information for each branch (edge
in the CFG) encapsulates the following information.
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Fig. 4. Example of temporal correlation.

• An intensity of an edge connecting two nodes and
is defined as the number of times control flowed from
to

• A weighted temporal correlation is defined for each
pair of disjoint-exclusive blocks and , i.e., blocks
that cannot be sequentially executed when all feedback
arcs in the CFG are removed (e.g., blocks and
in the IF-THEN-ELSE structure in Fig. 4). In order to
clearly define the weighted temporal correlation between
two blocks we introduce the notion of a source node.
The source node of two disjoint-exclusive blocks and

is a node nearest to both and , from which
both and can be reached. Weighted temporal
correlation between nodes and is defined
as a product of the probability that the path from the
source node of and toward node
is taken in two consecutive iterations and the number
of times those paths are executed (two different cases
for temporal correlation are presented in Fig. 4). For the
sake of brevity, in the remainder of the paper, we mean
weighted temporal correlation when referring to temporal
correlation.

The result of the first phase in the optimization is a look-up
table that maps each basic block to an address relative to the
program starting address. The relative addresses are used by
the compiler and linker when the executable binary is created.
In order to develop an efficient methodology for finding an
effective mapping function we analyze and transform the
CFG and apply a global probabilistic least-constraining/most-
constrained heuristic.

In the first phase, the correlation between basic blocks
is expressed in the CFG by adding positive weight edges
between nodes that are expected to be executed sequentially
with high probability and negative weight edges between
nodes that have high disjoint-exclusive temporal correlation.
For example, assume that the profile of the IF-THEN-ELSE
structure presented in Fig. 4 reveals that both basic blocks

and are executed an equal number of times. While
many possible execution patterns exist, two extremes are
worth considering: blocks and are executed in alternation
or first all of ’s activations occur and then all of ’s.
While in the former case blocks and should be mapped
onto different cache lines, in the latter case they could be
mapped onto the same cache line. The CFG is transformed

according to the pseudocode presented in Fig. 5. The goal of
this transformation is to identify highly probable execution
paths and to connect their source nodes with all basic blocks
in the bodies of those paths. The process of connecting
highly spatially correlated basic blocks is terminated when the
following occur (see Fig. 6).

• The total size of basic blocks considered thus far is larger
than the size of the I-cache.

• The probability that the traversed path is going to be
taken is less than a predefined constantThis condition
restricts the search from following too many basic blocks
that may result in a globally less probable path.

The weight of an edge drawn between any two nodes
and is equal to the probability that the promoted path from

to is going to be taken (current_probability) times
the total number of times when the source branch is taken
toward the destination node We augment the CFG with
information about temporal correlation of disjoint-exclusively
executed basic blocks by adding edges between them. The
weight of those edges is negative and equal to their temporal
correlation. As depicted in Fig. 7, the best candidates to be
mapped to the same cache line where nodeis mapped, are

or (weight 100).
Once the CFG is transformed, basic blocks are selected

for mapping to particular addresses relative to the starting
address of the program. The goal of the mapping function
is to reduce the number of cache misses for the application,
i.e., to map basic blocks that are likely to be executed
sequentially into successive memory locations and to map
basic blocks that are executed disjoint-exclusively with high
temporal correlation onto cache-equivalent memory locations.
The addressed optimization problem is stated in the following
way.

PROBLEM: Basic block repositioning for optimum cache
performance.

INSTANCE:Cache of size number of sets and cache
line size Transformed CFG ( ). Each node (in

) has its size represented in cache lines. Each
edge has its weight

QUESTION:Is there a partitioning of nodes such that each
partition contains a fixed number of nodes, node of size

cache lines is spread over consecutive partitions, and
the sum of weights of edges connecting nodes in different
partitions is greater than ?

Since the problem of finding the optimum basic block
mapping is computationally intractable [20], we opt to em-
ploy a heuristic search to obtain a good solution. Although
greedy heuristics seem to have acceptable solution quality
versus search run-time ratio, experiments show that least-
constraining/most-constrained heuristics provide significantly
better results both in terms of solution quality and run-time.
The pseudocode of the heuristic is shown in Fig. 8.

The algorithm searches for a set of nodes that should be
mapped to the same cache line. These nodes are selected in
such a way that the probability of sequentially executing any
pair of nodes from the set is low. The selection is guided
by a simple cost function. This cost function is computed
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Fig. 5. Pseudocode for transformation of the CFG.

Fig. 6. Termination of path promotion. All blocks in the CFG are of equal
size and the targeted cache size totals four blocks.

Fig. 7. An example of inserting temporal correlation into the CFG. Dotted
weighted edges quantify the temporal correlation between two blocks.

locally, which is the key to efficiency. The efficiency of the
algorithm depends solely on the cost function. Its first argu-
ment, , accepts only
partitions which have large weights of edges coming out from
the partition. The sum of edges which connect nodes within
one partition, , forces cre-
ation of partitions which have few internal edges. This is an

optimistic expectation which enables the heavyweight edges
to stay in the partition selection process. Finally, since large
basic blocks might cause fitting problems, we force their
early selection by scaling the cost function with the total size
of included basic blocks. Thus, the most constrained basic
blocks are selected early and assigned to the least-constraining
partitions.

In this phase of the synthesis approach a search is conducted
for an area-efficient system configuration that satisfies the
performance requirements of the target application. The search
algorithm is described using the pseudocode shown in Fig. 9.
For each microprocessor core type, we perform a search
for the smallest overall cache structure which satisfies the
performance requirements. The search starts by selecting a
set of instruction cache sizes among which it is reasonable
to expect that the best solution is found. For each of the
sample instruction cache sizes, a search is performed in order
to find the smallest data cache size which results in cache
miss ratio smaller than some value defined by the timing
constraints. Since the function that describes a cache miss ratio
monotonically decreases with the increase of the cache size we
employ binary search on the logarithmic scale of data cache
sizes. The final solution is a configuration of a core, I-cache
and D-cache which has the smallest overall area. The search
is terminated every time the current solution is dominated by
some identified solution. Dominated solutions are found in
one of the following two ways.

1) Fixed core A:Best cache subsystem so far recorded for
totals bytes. Fixed I-cache equals bytes. We do

not evaluate D-caches larger than bytes.
2) Best core-cache configuration totals square millime-

ters: If we use core of area , we terminate the search
whenever the sum of the I-cache and D-cache exceeds

square millimeters.

Since trace-driven simulation has to be performed every
time a particular cache system is evaluated, we opt to use an
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Fig. 8. Pseudocode for the search for efficient basic block repositioning.

TABLE III
APPLICATIONS USED IN THE EXPERIMENTATION

Fig. 9. Pseudocode for the resource allocation procedure.

approximation method in order to get faster but still accurate
configuration performance measurements. In order to generate
optimistic estimations we analyze the quality of application’s
CFG partitioning based on the profile information. The cost
function used to evaluate the solution is

This function is directly proportional to the sum of weights
of edges that connect nodes between any two different cache
line partitions in the set of all partitions and sum of
weights of edges that connect nodes in the same cache line
partition. The cost function is normalized with the cardinality
of the set of edges which connect nodes in different cache
line partitions. Parametersand are statistically determined
and validated using the meta-algorithmics methodology [19].
The core of the meta-algorithmics approach is the parameter

Fig. 10. Best instruction cache setups for a single core, four applications
with fixed performance requirements, and a set of fixed data cache sizes.

evaluation procedure. This procedure performs multistart gra-
dient search as the basic parameter optimization mechanism.
The program for parameter evaluation first sets the parameters
to random values. Then, it checks the optimized function
Cost( ) when each parameter is positively and negatively
offset by % of its value. In our experiments, we used

The parameter that results in the smallest value Cost( )
is then offset to the value that caused this improvement,
following the steepest descent paradigm. Next, the procedure
exponentially increases or decreases the selected parameter
using the golden ratio search approach. The golden ratio search
is terminated once the improvement is smaller than a user
specified value. Once the golden ratio search is completed,
the list of the parameters is updated to this new value and
the procedure is iteratively repeated as long as local minimum
is not reached. The performance estimation function is used
in our experiments in the following way. For a fixed I-cache
size and a given microprocessor core we used the performance
estimation technique to select the most promising solutions

. Then, for those solutions we have used trace-
driven simulation to find the D-cache size that results in the
least number of overall cache misses.
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Fig. 11. Applications used in the experimentation.

Finally, the previous algorithm is augmented with a capabil-
ity of finding the smallest core and cache configuration such
that performance requirements of multiple nonpreemptive ap-
plications are satisfied. Such synthesis task corresponds to the
real-life case since many embedded communications and com-
puting systems are composed of a set of nonpreemptive real-
time applications (e.g., speech and video encoding/decoding,
encryption, etc.). In order to provide multiple application
targeted resource allocation, the algorithm presented in Fig. 9
needs only be augmented with an improved selection step.
The modification includes considering a conjunction of appli-
cation requirements, rather than fulfilling a single performance
deadline (see Fig. 10).

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We have used six applications to demonstrate the effective-
ness of the approach [21]. Table III gives a brief summary of
the applications.2 The source-code of the applications (written

2Details are available at http://www.cs.ucla.edu/˜leec/mediabench.

in C) was optimized for performance by the authors of the
code. The code was compiled as Sun SPARC binaries using the
GNU C compiler with optimization argumentO2. Therefore,
the compiler tried to reduce code size and execution time.
Optimizing the code with argumentO3 resulted in slightly
worse cache hit ratios due to function inlining and other
speed-size tradeoff optimizations.

The power of the global probabilistic least-constrain-
ing/most-constrained heuristic used in the graph partitioning
algorithm for mapping an application to a given cache
structure can be observed in Fig. 11. This figure contains
six subcharts that quantify (from top left to bottom right):
percentage improvement of the I-cache hit ratio when basic
block relocation is used, the actual cache miss ratios when
the code was optimized using basic block relocation, the
estimation of the percent improvement in execution time of
application when basic block relocation is used in a system
with five cycles cache miss latency, the cache miss ratio with
the code compiled using GNU C compiler (), the estimation
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TABLE IV
AREA-EFFICIENT SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS FOR A GIVEN APPLICATION

TABLE V
AREA-EFFICIENT SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS FORTHREE SETS OF NONPREEMPTIVE APPLICATIONS

Fig. 12. Comparison of cache and system performance for relocated and nonoptimized code. Axis label for each chart specifies the performance property
that the chart depicts.

of the percent improvement in execution time of application
when basic block relocation is used in a system with different
cache miss latencies, and the cache miss ratio for optimized
and nonoptimized code when two-way set associative I-
caches are used. In the first five subcharts, we present data
only for direct mapped caches since they dominate set-
associative caches in both latency and area when encountered
cache sizes are small (see Table I). Moreover, code mapping

improves system performance more significantly when direct-
mapped rather than set-associative caches are used [26]. In
our experiments, we did not notice a single improvement
when using set-associative caches instead of equal-sized
direct-mapped.

Since in smaller instruction caches conflict misses dominate
other effects, basic block repositioning results in significant
improvement in overall system performance. Depending on
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the application, as shown in Table II, the performance speedup
ranges from 40%–11.2% for 128B I-cache. The synthesis
system considers this improvement and accordingly reduces
the system’s I-cache size while still achieving basic application
performance requirements. For example, if the MPEG appli-
cation timing constraint allows 10% I-cache miss ratio, then
nonoptimized code results in 512B (miss ratio equal 9.37%)
of I-cache while the optimized code requires only 128B (miss
ratio equals 7.64%). On the other hand, code relocation pro-
vides negligible performance improvement when larger caches
are used. This is mainly due to the decreased gap between the
quality of the solution provided by the basic block relocation
algorithm when the number of cache entries increases.

The developed application-driven synthesis approach re-
sulted in area improvements for single application systems
as presented in Table IV. The first two columns present the
application and whether it was optimized using basic block
relocation. The next three columns describe the allocated core
and cache configuration followed by the total required area for
the system. The last column specifies the area improvement
of a system that has optimized code (lower subrow for each
application) with respect to a system which runs the original

code (upper subrow for each application).
The size of the resulting cores supports the contention that

defining an area-efficient cache subsystem for a particular
application is a goal of major importance for the system
designer. The results presented in Tables I, II, and IV show that
a significant part of area of the synthesized ASIC is reserved
for the cache subsystem. The diversity of selected cache
structures implies that finding the appropriate area-efficient
cache subsystem is not a trivial task. To describe further the
necessity of considering application timing constraints in the
optimization and synthesis of the entire system, and to give
an overview on the resource allocation algorithm performance,
we present a set of best candidate cache subsystems for the
described benchmark suite.

We have assembled three application mixes and searched for
area-efficient configurations that satisfy performance require-
ments of all applications in the mix. The configuration prop-
erties are presented in Table V and the equivalent diagrams
generated during the search for the best cache system are
shown in Fig. 12. The columns in Table V correspond to the
columns in Table IV. The area-efficient cache configuration
for each application mix is selected among cache subsystems
with dominating performance (bold line in Fig. 12).

Since the employed search algorithm during the synthe-
sis step is exhaustive, its main qualitative property is the
effectiveness of the upper and lower bounds that terminate
the search process. In our experiments, we have reduced
the expected performance simulation times significantly (2–10
times depending on the starting I-cache values) while obtaining
competitive search results.

The percentage of the total integrated circuits area dedicated
to the cache subsystem, as well as strong diversity among
selected area-efficient cache subsystems indicate the necessity
of involving system-level synthesis approaches in order to
reduce the product’s total area while still satisfying product’s
quality of service.

VII. CONCLUSION

Trends in the application and semiconductor industry indi-
cate that future application-specific single-chip systems will
have much of the die area dedicated to the cache subsystem.
We have developed a hierarchical approach for synthesis of
programmable core-based devices. The synthesis approach
is built around an efficient algorithm for mapping applica-
tions to I-caches. The algorithm is used in the search for
an application-optimized area-efficient processor core, and
instruction and data cache. The approach synthesizes an area-
optimal processor and cache system for the most common
system environment, a set of nonpreemptive target applica-
tions.

To support the evaluation of our synthesis paradigm we have
developed a performance estimation platform that integrates
existing modeling, profiling and simulation tools with the new
system-level synthesis tool. Simulations have demonstrated
that by optimizing code for cache effectiveness, even small
caches (size 128B–256B) are sufficient to achieve 90%
instruction cache hit ratios for many multimedia and communi-
cations applications. The efficiency of the synthesis approach
that facilitates this phenomenon has been tested on a set of
multimedia and communication benchmarks.
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